Objective. To assess the impact of proxy survey responses on cancer care experience reports and quality ratings. Data Sources/Study Setting. Secondary analysis of data from Cancer Care Outcomes Research and Surveillance (CanCORS). Recruitment occurred from 2003 to 2005. Study Design. The study was a cross-sectional observational study. The respondents were patients with incident colorectal or lung cancer or their proxies. Data Collection/Extraction Methods. Analyses used linear regression models with an independent variable for proxy versus patient responses as well as study site and clinical covariates. The outcomes were experiences with medical care, nursing care, care coordination, and care quality rating. Multiple imputation was used for missing data. Principal Findings. Among 6,471 respondents, 1,011 (16 percent) were proxies. The proportion of proxy respondents varied from 6 percent to 28 percent across study sites. Adjusted proxy scores were modestly higher for medical care experiences (+1.28 points [95 percent CI:+ 0.05 to +2.51]), but lower for nursing care (À2.81 [95 percent CI: À4.11 to À1.50]) and care coordination experiences (À2.98 [95 percent CI: À4.15 to À1.81]). There were no significant differences between adjusted patient and proxy ratings of quality. Conclusions. Proxy responses have small but statistically significant differences from patient responses. However, if ratings of care are used for financial incentives, such differences could be exaggerated across practices or areas if proxy use varies.
methodology , and analyses have been reported previously (Ayanian et al. 2010; Keating et al. 2010; Walling et al. 2015) . CanCORS participants were recruited from multiple sites covering almost 30 million people (Ayanian et al. 2010) , including five population-based geographically defined regions, five integrated health care delivery systems, and 15 Veterans Affairs hospitals (Catalano et al. 2013 ).
Patients aged 21 or older were identified within weeks of cancer diagnosis and surveyed by telephone at approximately 4 to 7 months postdiagnosis by trained interviewers using computer-assisted telephone interview software (Ayanian et al. 2010) . The American Association for Public Opinion Research response rate was 51.0 percent, and the cooperation rate among patients for whom contact information was available was 59.9 percent (Catalano et al. 2013) . Surveys, adapted from previously validated questionnaires, collected information on a range of topics, including patient characteristics, patient experience, and rating of care and health status (Malin et al. 2006 ). Proxies were interviewed if patients were too ill to participate or preferred to have a close relative or other caregiver respond, or if patients had died. Diagnosis and staging information was drawn from medical records, or from cancer registries. Partial and brief surveys were also conducted to maximize response rates. The 9,732 available and completed surveys were completed by 6,959 patients (72 percent), 1,035 proxies for living patients (11 percent), and 1,738 proxies for decedents (18 percent) .
For this analysis, we studied patients and proxies for living patients who completed the full baseline survey, resulting in 6,471 respondents (N = 1,011 proxies and N = 5,460 patients) (Figure 1 ). The CanCORS core (v1.18) and survey datasets (v1.12) were used. The CanCORS study was approved by the institutional review boards of all participating institutions.
Outcome Measures
Care experience assessments were adapted from CAHPS and Picker Institute questionnaires (Malin et al. 2006) and assessed three domains: medical care, nursing care, and care coordination/responsiveness (Ayanian et al. 2010) . We evaluated the internal consistency reliability of these measures in our analytical sample using Cronbach's a. Previous analyses using CanCORS data have operationalized these as composite 0-100 point scales, where higher scores indicate better experience (Ayanian et al. 2010; Martinez et al. 2015 ). The quality rating was a single item on a 1-5 scale (poor, fair, good, very good, excellent) . To facilitate comparisons across models, this was converted to a 0-100 score by subtracting the minimum, dividing by the range, and multiplying by 100.
The items for each domain are provided in Table S1 . Briefly, the five medical care and two nursing care items covered aspects of communication with these health professionals. The four care coordination/responsiveness items assessed how well providers worked together and whether patient disease and treatment problems were promptly addressed. In the original Can-CORS analyses, this care coordination scale had six items. However, two of the items had particularly high rates of "not applicable" (n/a) responses: one asked how often patients were able to see wanted specialists (6.7 percent of responses) and another asked about physician awareness of anticancer treatments recommended by other doctors (14.8 percent of responses). These responses could not reliably contribute to the scale calculation and were thus omitted.
Overall, and across all outcomes, we excluded a small number of observations due to patients reporting "n/a" (≤0.1 percent for all outcomes save care coordination). For care coordination, 2 percent of respondents answered "n/a" to the item relating to knowing whom to ask for questions about disease/treatment. Between-respondent differences for "n/a" were generally small (<2 percent), and not consistently in the same direction; proxy rates were higher for care coordination but lower for all other outcomes. The primary independent variable was patient versus proxy. Covariates were selected to mirror the CAHPS case-mix model as closely as possible. Cancerrelated covariates were selected based on the adjustment model in the UK Cancer Patient Experience Survey (Abel, Saunders, and Lyratzopoulos 2014) , because the CAHPS cancer experience assessment is currently under development (Garfinkel et al. 2014) and current CAHPS models do not contain cancer-specific covariates (e.g., cancer type and stage). Cancer stage was operationalized as potentially curable or incurable. For lung cancer, incurable included American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) stage IIIB or IV, distant, or unstaged cancers. For colorectal cancer, incurable included AJCC stage IV, distant, or unstaged cancers. We also adjusted for sociodemographic factors, including age, race/ethnicity, educational attainment, and language of CanCORS survey (English, Spanish, or Chinese). We also included fixed effects for CanCORS study sites (Ayanian et al. 2010) and self-or proxy-rated general and mental health. Both health ratings came from the SF-12 survey: self-rated health was the overall health perception item, and mental health was the "calm and peaceful" item. Previous CAHPS analyses have used this mental health item as a covariate .
Analytic Approach for Missing Data
Overall, missing data were infrequent (2.1 percent missingness across all covariates of interest). Multiple imputation using sequential regression imputation ) was used for missing data. A total of five imputed datasets were created, and missing data in both proxy and patient surveys were imputed. As the questionnaire allowed for categories such as "n/a" and "don't know," these categories were also allowed in the imputed data; there were a small number of patients (N = 28) and proxies (N = 8) with these responses in the multiply imputed datasets, and they were excluded from relevant analyses.
To account for multiply imputed data, for all analyses, linear regression models were utilized within each complete dataset and results were summarized with corresponding combination formulas. The R 2 was used to summarize the percent of variance explained by the models. R 2 estimates and their corresponding standard error across multiple datasets were combined using a previously suggested approach (Harel 2009; Chaurasia and Harel 2015) . Interaction terms for site and proxy were tested in each model to examine whether the impact of proxies varied across sites. The significance and contribution of this term was evaluated using the partial F-test (Raghunathan and Dong 2011) .
Analytic Approach for Evaluation of Proxy Impact on Outcomes and Covariates
The impact of proxies in unadjusted analyses was obtained using simple linear regression models with the proxy variable as the only independent variable. The adjusted analyses included the proxy variable as well as the case-mix covariates specified above. All covariates were entered simultaneously.
To evaluate the impact of proxy-reported data on site-and respondentlevel scores, we used marginalized parameter estimates to compare adjusted and unadjusted site-and respondent-level outcomes. For site-specific scores, we compared marginalized adjusted estimates both with and without proxyreported data included.
Our evaluation of the impact of proxy-reported data on other variables focused on self-rated general and mental health status. We focused on health status because of their known importance as predictors of care experience and quality (Hall, Milburn, and Epstein 1993) . Additionally, previous research has suggested that proxy and patient reports of patient health differ (Sneeuw, Sprangers, and Aaronson 2002; von Essen 2004) . Thus, we compared fully adjusted models (e.g., all case-mix variables included) with proxy data and a proxy variable in the model; adjusted models with proxy data but no proxy variable in the model; adjusted models without proxy data or a proxy variable. Finally, we also compared simple linear regression models with the general and mental health status rating variables as the sole covariates. These models were implemented both with and without proxy-reported data.
Models were run separately for each outcome. Model diagnostics included residuals versus predicted plot, Q-Q plot for residual normality, and Cook's d.
Sensitivity Analyses
We considered the impact of survey timing on responses by adding in a variable for the timing of survey relative to the date of diagnosis. As the proportion of respondents with the highest possible item/composite score (Elliott et al. 2009; AHRQ 2015) is of interest in CAHPS evaluations (Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality 2015), we assessed whether results were similar when the outcome was operationalized as a binary variable (highest score obtained/not obtained) rather than a continuous variable. We ran logistic regression models for each outcome and used the Hosmer-Lemeshow test and c-statistic for model diagnostics. Because there is currently no gold standard approach for combining or evaluating these model diagnostics in multiply imputed data (Sullivan and Andridge 2012), we examined the estimated values for each of the imputed dataset.
Finally, as multiple imputation is not always used in surveys, we assessed whether our findings were similar under other commonly used approaches for missing outcome data. To this end, we employed the single imputation "half-scale rule" (Carvajal et al. 2014 ) and complete case analysis. The "half-scale rule," which has been used in some CAHPS analyses, calculates the scale with available completed items for respondents who are missing less than half of the items on a scale (Fayers and Machin 2007) . We examined the point and interval estimates for the proxy and health-rating coefficients in the linear regression models described above using these approaches and compared them to multiple imputation. All analyses were conducted in SAS, version 9.4 (Cary, NC, USA), and calculations in R Studio, version 3.2.2 (Boston, MA, USA).
RESULTS

Description of Study Sample and Outcome Measures
Proxy respondents comprised approximately 16 percent of the study sample (Table 1) . Patients with proxy respondents tended to be older, less educated, non-white, and more likely to complete a non-English language survey. While the distribution of cancer types was similar across respondent types (48 percent lung cancer for proxies vs. 44 percent for patients), patients with proxy respondents were more likely to have advanced-stage cancers (41 percent incurable for proxies vs. 31 percent for patients). Proxy reports of patient general health status were considerably poorer than patient reports; 19 percent proxies endorsed "poor," the lowest category, compared with 5 percent of patients. Proxies also reported worse patient mental health status, but the discrepancies were smaller, with 6 percent of proxies and 2 percent of patients endorsing the lowest category. The prevalence of proxies varied by study site, from 6 to 28 percent (median 15 percent). Proxies were interviewed a median 161.5 days following diagnosis (IQR 74, range 57 days-830 days) versus a median of 147.2 days for patients (IQR 62, range 41 days-1,048 days).
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Among the analytic cohort of N = 6,435 (N = 1,003 proxies and N = 5,432 patients) in the imputed data, nearly all respondents had complete, valid responses for the outcomes: N = 6,432 for medical care (Cronbach's a = 0.80) and nursing care experience (Cronbach's a = 0.84) and N = 6,431 for care quality rating. For care coordination (Cronbach's a = 0.75), N = 6,311 had complete data. As described above, this relatively higher level of an incomplete outcome was due to "n/a" responses to the question about whether the patient knew whom to ask when they had any questions related to their disease or treatment. For the sensitivity analyses using the observed (not multiply imputed) data, the analytic cohort for the half-scale rule and complete cases analyses was N = 6,333 as these approaches do not consider covariate imputation.
Impact of Proxy-Reported Data on Outcomes
In unadjusted analyses, proxy scores for care experiences and quality ratings were significantly lower on average than patient scores (Table 2) . However, scores were generally high, with experience scores close to 90 (100 maximum) for all outcomes; quality rating scores were close to 80 (100 maximum). For all outcomes, over 50 percent of respondents gave the highest possible score. The unadjusted average proxy medical care score was 87.04 (SE = 0.54), compared with 89.25 (SE = 0.23) for patients. For nursing care experience, the average proxy score was 88.47 (SE = 0.56), versus 91.47 (SE = 0.24) for patients. For care coordination, the average scores were 85.06 (SE = 0.52) and 89.96 (SE = 0.22), respectively. Finally, the average proxy quality rating was 77.29 (SE = 0.71), versus 83.92 (SE = 0.30) for patients. The proxy variable explained ≤1 percent of the variation in the outcome in unadjusted analyses. After adjustment for demographic and clinical characteristics, proxy scores were significantly higher than patient scores for medical care (+1.28 points on average, 95 percent CI +0.05 to +2.51), significantly lower for nursing care (À2.81 points on average, 95 percent CI À4.11 to À1.50) and care coordination (À2.98 points on average, 95 percent CI À4.15 to À1.81), and did not differ significantly for quality ratings (À0.13 points on average, 95 percent CI À1.69 to +1.43) ( Table 2 ). In terms of adjusted marginalized means, the proxy score for medical care was 89.98 (SE = 0.56), compared with 88.70 (SE = 0.22) for patients. For nursing care, the proxy score was 88.63 (SE = 0.60), while the patient score was 91.44 (SE = 0.24). For care Adjusted analyses explained a relatively low proportion of variation for these outcomes, with R 2 values ranging from 6 to 14 percent. The interaction of proxy and site was not statistically significant in any model. Average site-specific scores were likewise high (86-93 points for the experience outcomes and 81-88 for the quality outcome). Adjusted site scores were minimally different from unadjusted scores, regardless of whether or not proxy responses were included (data not shown).
Impact of Proxy-Reported Data on Reports of Patient Health Status Covariates
The exclusion or inclusion of proxy data and a proxy variable in the regression model changed the estimates for general health (Table 3 ) and mental health (Table 4) only slightly, in both unadjusted and adjusted regression analyses. Both aspects of self-rated health explained more of the variation in the outcomes than respondent status, although for all outcomes R 2 was <10 percent. Excluding proxy data did not substantially lower the variation explained for the adjusted or the unadjusted models, although it slightly increased the absolute value of the self-rated health coefficients. For general health coefficients, the exclusion of proxy data produced small (<3 points) changes for any category. For mental health coefficients, excluding proxy data produced changes of <4 points for any category.
Results of Sensitivity Analyses
The robustness of the association of proxy responses in terms of significance and direction of effect for the proxy coefficient was supported by the logistic regression models (data not shown). Evaluation of model diagnostics suggested some violation of the assumptions of the linear models, in particular non-normal residuals and a relationship between the predicted values and the residuals. These violations were smallest for medical care and care coordination models, and largest for nursing care and quality rating models. Logarithmic and square root transformations did not result in normally distributed data. Nonetheless, the logistic and linear models provided results that were similar.
The results of the linear models were similar regardless of the choice of imputation method. Findings regarding the value, significance, and direction of the proxy coefficient and the nonsignificance of the proxy*site interaction Notes. Question relates to frequency of feeling calm and peaceful. "Unadjusted" refers to only this variable in the model, while "adjusted" means all other variables are included in the model.
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term were consistent across missing data approaches. For all experience outcomes, differences between the proxy coefficients by imputation approach were <1 point (Table S2) . Finally, the results were only minimally affected by the addition of a survey timing variable. The absolute value of the parameter shifts were 0.01 points (medical care, care coordination), 0.05 points (nursing care), and 0.08 points (quality).
DISCUSSION
In a survey of cancer patients with a relatively high prevalence of proxy responses and variation in the proportion of proxies across study sites, we found that reports of care experiences differed very little for proxy responses compared with patients' responses, with higher (e.g., more positive) ratings of medical care experiences but lower (e.g., more negative) ratings of nursing care and care coordination experiences. Average proxy ratings of overall care quality did not differ significantly from average patient ratings. Additionally, mean scores across study sites were minimally affected by adjustment and the exclusion of proxy data. Although proxies tended to report worse patient general and mental health, the exclusion of these proxy-reported health status variables produced minimal changes in the health coefficients in adjusted and unadjusted models, suggesting that proxy reports of these covariates have little impact. The results were robust to the method used for addressing missing data and how the outcome variable was operationalized.
Our overall finding that proxy responses differed only slightly from patients' responses is consistent with previous research from populations where proxy reporting is less frequent . Consistent with evaluations in noncancer populations, proxy respondents tended to give slightly higher ratings of medical care experiences compared to patients . In stratified analyses using CanCORS data that also included reports from proxies for deceased patients and different case-mix adjustment, similar findings of slightly better reported medical care experiences were noted for patients with lung cancer (+1.4 points on average) but not colorectal cancer (À0.4 points on average) versus proxies, although neither difference was significant (Ayanian et al. 2010) .
The small proportion of outcome variation explained, as well as the small impact of case-mix adjustment, is also consistent with previous work. The UK Cancer Patient Experience Survey found a median of 14 percent (range 3-25 percent) of variation in items explained by either clinical or HSR: Health Services Research 53:2 (April 2018) sociodemographic case-mix (Abel, Saunders, and Lyratzopoulos 2014) . Studies in noncancer patient populations likewise report adjustment models explaining low proportions of outcome variation (Finkelstein et al. 1998; Zaslavsky et al. 2000 Zaslavsky et al. , 2001 Hargraves et al. 2001 ).
While we did not rank care experiences and ratings across study sites because of the small number of sites, the marginalized estimates suggest that case-mix adjustment using proxy data would have minimal impact on rankings across other types of sites, such as practices or health plans. This is consistent with other work where case-mix adjustment produced minimal effects for overall estimates Paddison et al. 2012; Abel, Saunders, and Lyratzopoulos 2014) . However, while case-mix adjustment may have only a small overall impact, it may have a larger impact on specific practices, hospitals, or sites. For example, some hospitals shifted into different performance categories after case-mix adjustment (Abel, Saunders, and Lyratzopoulos 2014) . In CanCORS, the distribution of outcome responses was highly skewed, with most respondents reporting favorable experiences and high-quality care (Ayanian et al. 2010 ). This limited variation may be one reason for the small impact of proxy responses on outcomes. Ranking approaches in situations where the outcome distribution is skewed and variation is limited may artificially exacerbate differences between sites. Thus, differences in proxy prevalence across sites combined with small but significant differences have potential implications for specific sites or practices in national surveys of cancer experience.
While epidemiologic studies have considered proxy reporting of covariates (Nguyen, Wilcox, and Baird 2007) and exposures (Nelson et al. 1994; Schnitzer et al. 1995) , there is limited information about situations in which proxies report both covariates and outcomes. In their evaluation of the impact of proxy reporting on care experience and quality in Medicare patients, Elliott and colleagues (Elliott et al. 2008 ) noted that proxy reporting of sociodemographic covariates may differ from patient report, but they did not consider self-rated health. Epstein and colleagues evaluated the correlation of self-and proxy-reported health status and satisfaction with care in a paired study of patients and proxies (Epstein et al. 1989) . Our findings suggest that while proxy reports of patients' general and mental health differed from patient reports, these differences did not change the relationship between these covariates and the outcomes we examined, and the overall impact of proxyreported covariates on outcomes is likely minimal. It is likely that patientproxy health status differences reflect the poorer health of patients with proxy respondents. However, this difference may also incorporate proxy reporting Proxy-Patient Care Experience Differencesbias (Sneeuw, Sprangers, and Aaronson 2002) . Such bias, if present, could be attenuated by our adjustment for cancer type and stage. Other clinical covariates such as performance status were not available, although performance status does not always significantly affect proxy-patient agreement for reports of health-related quality of life ( Jones et al. 2011) . Future research in this area is needed. This study had several limitations. First, the response rate was 51 percent and little is known about nonrespondents; thus, the results may suffer from nonresponse bias, although the population has been shown to be demographically representative of individuals diagnosed with lung and colorectal cancer in the United States (Catalano et al. 2013) . Relatedly, the exclusion of answers such as "n/a" resulted in some loss of information; the analytic cohort was~2 percent smaller than the study sample, and some respondents did not have composite outcome scores. However, it is known that in practical applications of surveys, such as CAHPS, missing data or excluded items occur Carvajal et al. 2014) . Second, the imputer and analyst differed, which could result in uncongeniality and biased multiple imputation analyses (Meng 1994 ). While we cannot exclude this possibility, the consistency of the results across imputation approaches is reassuring. Third, the model diagnostics suggested poor model performance and violation of the multivariate linear regression assumptions. Such issues are infrequently reported, and it is not known whether other case-mix models also suffer from this problem. Given the goal of understanding the impact of proxy responses using standard models in a situation of higher proxy prevalence, as well as the interest in average experience and quality scores, it was deemed appropriate to present these findings. Additionally, the similar results from the logistic regression models provide support for the linear regression results despite the violations of the assumptions.
Other experience studies have reported ceiling effects ( Jha et al. 2008; Ayanian et al. 2010) . Experience reports from telephone interviews are more likely to be positive than those from written surveys (de Vries et al. 2005 ). Issues such as social desirability bias or positivity bias which may occur in telephone interviews may operate differentially for patients and proxies. These issues require further investigation.
Fourth, the CanCORS study sites are not equivalent to health plans or practices that may be evaluated using CAHPS-type surveys. The study sites were used to illustrate the potential of proxy responses to impact estimates of interest (practice or plan-level scores) when proxies may be more prevalent. Evaluation of nonresponse in CAHPS has indicated that both demographic factors (Zaslavsky, Zaborski, and Cleary 2002; Elliott et al. 2005; Klein et al. 936 HSR: Health Services Research 53:2 (April 2018) 2011) and plan factors (Zaslavsky, Zaborski, and Cleary 2002) play a role in nonresponse, indicating that nonresponse rates may vary across the analytic units of interest. With our findings about variation in proxy rates across study sites, it seems reasonable to expect similar variation across practices in evaluations such as the Oncology Care Model, where proxy rates may be higher than in traditional CAHPS surveys. Thus, the analysis can provide useful information about the potential for proxy responses to impact practices or other analytic units of interest. Lastly, the study did not assess differences across proxy types (e.g., spouse/partner vs. child) or other information about proxies, such as the proxy's caregiving role or caregiver burden. While there is some indication that proxyrelated factors such as proxy-patient relationship may play a role (Elliott et al. 2008; Wehby et al. 2016) , these factors are not consistently collected for publicly reported experience measures and, as such, are not typically included in casemix models. In light of the paper's aims, we examined the impact of proxyreported data using standard adjustment approaches. However, future analytic work with the dataset will further investigate the issue of proxy type. Understanding the factors that influence how proxies report on the patient's care experience and quality is an important area for future research. This study's strengths include its large, clinically, and demographically representative population, one of the richest available datasets of its kind for patients with cancer. Additionally, it is one of the few studies to evaluate the role of proxy reporting with respect to experience and quality of care for patients with cancer. It is also one of the few studies to consider the impact of proxy reporting on outcomes as well as covariates, an issue that has received minimal attention in the research literature to date.
CONCLUSION
Proxy reports of care experiences and ratings of care quality have small but statistically significant differences from patient reports. While proxy-reported health status differed from patient-reported health status, likely reflecting a sicker population as well as possible reporting error, this did not affect the relationship between sociodemographic and clinical variables and the outcomes of interest. In similar datasets, using proxy reports of experience and quality outcomes as well as patients' health status covariates is unlikely to shift estimates substantially, even in situations of high rates of proxy use. However, if 
